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ABSTRACT

A new kaon facility is being planned at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory Alternate Gradient Synchrotron. This paper discusses experi-
ments in hypernuclear physics that might be performed at such a facility.
Recent results from the Brookhaven hypernuclear spectrometer and else-
where are presented as an indication of future directions in hyper-
nuclear physics research. Expectations for the performance of the new
facility are outlined.

INTRODUCTION

A brief summary of the major experimental results in hypernuclear
physics will demonstrate the gaps that need to be filled by further
research. Until quite recently all data about hypernuclei came from
emulsion experiaents. Table I from the review of Pniewski and
Zieminskai- shows the hypernuclear species that have been observed by the
emulsion technique. Emulsion experiments, except in special cases, give
information only about hypernuclear ground states. A phenomenological
analysis of the ground state binding energies by G a l et al. has
defined some of the parameters of the lambda nucleus potential. Two
double hypernuclei^*^ have been observed, ̂ H e and j^Be. Their binding
energies are the only existing data on the A-A interaction. The first
excited states of 4 H and ^He have been measured5 by detecting their
hypernuclear gamma' rays. This data gives information on the spin depen-
dence and charge symmetry of the lambda-nucleus potential. The (K~,ir~)
energy difference technique makes possible the observation of a spectrum
of hypernuclear excitations and has been applied by the Heidelberg-
Saclay-Strasbourg collaboration6 to 6Li, ĵ Li, ̂ Be, ̂ C , ̂ 0 , 3^S, and
flCa, formed at small momentum transfer with 2 MeV resolution. The
HSS data has yielded a number of interesting results, foremost among
them the apparently very small value of the A-nucleus spin orbit inter-
action reported at this conference. At Brookhaven, the collaboration?
at the hypernuclear spectrometer has made an intensive study of ^C
using the energy difference technique. An angular distribution was
measured with momentum transfer to the hypernucleus up to 260 MeV/c to
permit the excitation of additional hypernuclear states.

Thus, 1) the list of known hypernuclear species needs to be ex-
panded. 2) Observed species are in almost all cases, ground states or
excited at small (<100MeV/c) momentum transfer. 3) The resolution of
the present (K~,TT~) energy difference experiments is 2-3 MeV FWHM. It
will be shown below that this is insufficient to resolve many interesting
states. 4) Detection of hypernuclear gamma rays can, in principle,

^Research has been performed under contract EY-76-C-02-0016 with the
U. S. Department of Energy.



Table I. A-binding energies of the uniquely identified hypernuciei.
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resolve closely spaced levels. However, distinguishing hypernuclear
gaud rays from the background of nuclear ganma rays and deducing a
level schene is a formidable task- Ideally, the gamma rays should be
observed in coincidence with a (K~,TT~) energy difference spectrum of
hypernuclear states. The overall efficiency of a ganma-ray detection
spectrometer can be roughly 5-10% so thai: gamna-ray coincidence experi-
ments will require 10 to 100 times the currently available hypernuclear
event rate.

Formation of Hypernuclei
The reaction used to form hypernuclei is

K~n •+ IT A

where the neutron is bound in a nucleus and the A is formed in a hyper-
nuclear orbit. In the (K~,TT~) energy difference technique, an accurate
measurement of the K~ and ir~ momenta determines the energy transfer to
the nucleus and hence Che energy spectrum of hypernuclear states. At
0° for appropriately chosen kaon momentum (̂  550 MeV/c) the reaction can
proceed with no momentum transfer to the nucleus. This results in a
high probability of forming a hypernucleus and a suppression of the
background of quasifree lambda production. However, working at or near
the zero momentum transfer condition is not always desirable. At small
momentum transfer, the reaction populates preferentially states with
the same spin and parity as the target nucleus. In order to understand
all the components of the A-nucleus interaction and excite the full
range of hypernucleir states the formation of hypernuclei at large
momentum transfer must also be studied. This is best achieved by ob-
serving the pion at large angles with respect to the incident kaon.
Cross sections for formation of states involving angular momentum trans-
fer or spin flip are considerably lower than for coherent states pro-
duced at zero degrees. Their systematic study will require more intense
kaon beams.

The observation of Z hypernuclear states has been reported at this
conference^. The existence of narrow Z hypernuclear states opens a new
field of research. The new kaon facility at the AGS will be capable
of measuring E as well as A hypernuclei.

The reaction K~ + AZ -*• **" + A(Z-2) can be used to form hypernuclei
inaccessible to the (K~,ir~) reaction. For example, ^Be can be formed
using a ^Be target. By comparing hypernuclei formed using the (K~,ir+)
reaction with those formed by using the (K~t1r~) reaction on the same
target charge symmetry in hypernuclei can be tested. The rate of the
(K~,ir+) reaction relative to the (K~,TT~) reaction is a measure of the
importance of two step processes in hypernuclear formation.

Design of a New Kaon Facility
A discussion of a new kaon facility is best approached thro igh an

examination of existing facilities. I will describe the hypernuclear
spectrometer at Brookhaven (Fig. 1).

The spectrometer utilizes the low energy separated beam I (LESB I)
at the AGS. The beam, composed of 82 kaons, is brought to a dispersed
focus on the target by a system of dipole and quadrupole magnets
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Fig. 1: The configuration of the (K~,TF~) spectrometer
used in this experiment.



(D1,Q1-Q4). Kaon flux on target is 2.4 104/AGS pulse. Multiwire
proportional planes P1-P3 define the kaon trajectory. The pion from
hypernuclear formation is detected by a similar system mounted on a
platform that can rotate up to 35° with respect to the beam direction.
Particle identification is made by time of flight between the scin-
tillation counters SI, ST and S2. A Cerenkov counter CK identifies
kaons in the beam and a liquid hydrogen Cerenkov counter CH identifies
pions formed In the target. The use of a focussing spectrometer to

I detect the pion gives good resolution (2.5 MeV FWKM, limited by target
I thickness effects) at the expense of acceptance (12 msr). A loss of
j a factor of 10 in K" flux at 800 MeV/c is suffered in the kaon momentum

analyzing section of the spectrometer, primarily due to kaon decay.
A new kaon beam, LESB II, has recently come into operation at the

AGS. The K~ flux in LESB II has not yet been measured. The value
stated in the design report9 is 7 10^ K at 800 MeV/c for 10 1 2 protons
incident on the production target. The increased flux relative to
LESB I is primarily a result of larger magnet apertures. During
normal operation at the hypernuclear spectrometer we have had typically
4 10i2 protons on the primary target per AGS pulse. If the beam line
of the new kaon facility were to have the same, length and aperture as
LESB II and, in addition, incorporate kaon momentum analysis, it would
represent a hundredfold improvement over the current facility. The
beam would have a flux of 2.8 10^ momentum analyzed K~/4 10^2 protons.
A threefold increase in the solid angle of the spectrometer detecting

i the pion is feasible. With this vastly increased event rate, a sys-
: tematic exploration of the hypernuclear periodic table will be possible.
I Resolution is intimately connected to flux. Target thickness
I effects (Landau spread and the difference beirween K~ and ir~ energy loss

in the target) are the dominant contribution to resolution in current
experiments. The new facility should aim for a resolution of 250 keV

r FHWM.

I Recent Results from the Hypernuclear Spectrometer at Brookhayen
I An angular distribution of the states of 1'4C excited in the reac-
• tion 12c(K~,ir~) has been measured? with kaon momentum 800 MeV/c.
: Figure 2 shows a spectrum taken at 9^=15° corresponding to a momentum
f transfer to the nucleus of 210 HeV/c. The lower mass peak corresponds
I to a binding energy of the lambda of 10.79 + .11 MeV. Experiments
J using the emulsion technique report^- a binding energy of 10.76 + .19
; MeV for the ground state of ^ C . This agreement, leads us to identify
: the lower peak as the ground state.
; The higher mass-peak has 11 MeV excitation energy. This peak
v could correspond to the particle hole configuration (Ap3/2> nP3/2~ )
|i or (Apiy2»nP3/2 )? t n e former configuration gives rise to a 0+ and a
| 2 state, the latter to a 2 + state. (Unnatural parity states are not
| expected to be excited with significant strength in our kinematic range.)
1 The angular distribution of the peak at 11 MeV (Fig. 3) shows the steep
f rise in the forward direction characteristic of a coherently produced
8 0 + state. However, the shoulder ac large singles is interpreted as the
&; • excitation of the 2+ components. Calculations^ indicate that at 15°
£» the states observed should be predominantly 2+. Making the assumption
|: that at 0° we are exciting 0 + only and at 15° we are exciting 2 + only
u
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we can set limits on the spacing of these states although they are not
resolved by our experiment. Assuming that at 15° only one 2 + state
contributes, the 0 - 2 + spacing is less than 420 keV. Assuming that at
15° the two 2 + components contribute equal strength, the 2+-2+ spacing
is less than 800 keV. These limits will constrain the spin dependent
parts of the lambda nucleus residual interaction. The above result is
an example of structure in the spectra of hypernuclei which is beyond
the resolving power of the present generation of experiments.

The existence of core excited hypernuclear states has been pre-
dicted .H These states would consist of a lambda in an s orbit coupled
to the excited states of the ^ C core. A search was made in the region
above the ground state for an event excess using our 15cdata. We see
no evidence for such states. The total event excess in the region 2
to 7 MeV excitation is 6% + 5%" of the ground state strength. This is
to be compared with an expectation of two states, one at 3.29 and one
at 5.11 MeV excitation with summed strength 33% of the ground state
strength. The disagreement between experiment and theory should moti-
vate additional experiments to search for core excited states predicted
in other hypernuclei. An experiment detecting gamma rays from the de-
excitation of the core in coincidence with a (K~,ir~) energy difference
measurement would be particularly effective in observing these particle
stable states. The absence of core excited states at the expected
strength may be attributable to uncertainties in the knowledge of the
H e and 12c wave functions or it may signal some more fundamental pro-
blem in the theoretical understanding of hypernuclei.
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